FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

AudioControl DM-810 Processor Now Shipping to Dealers Worldwide
This premium DSP matrix processor delivers precise system calibration and tuning capabilities of
automotive sound systems using either a factory or aftermarket head unit

Seattle, WA, November 18th, 2016 – AudioControl (audiocontrol.com), makers of innovative highperformance audio solutions for the residential, commercial and automotive markets is now shipping
the DM-810 DSP matrix processor for automotive sound systems to dealers worldwide. The DM-810
gives installers a revolutionary user interface, greatly simplifying the process of optimizing system
performance and delivering the finest automotive sound to consumers.
The AudioControl DM-810, designed, engineered and manufactured in the USA, features AudioControl’s
new DSP software platform, delivering its new ‘Smart-user’ interface ergonomically designed to
dramatically simplify the user experience for installers. AudioControl’s intuitive DSP PC interface is
packed full of features including 30-bands of EQ adjustment, parametric filters, signal time-alignment,
input delay, phase correction, patented AudioControl AccuBASS™, GTO turn on circuit as well as
integrated input and output Real Time Analyzers (RTA’s). The DM-810 also incorporates a connectivity
port that will allow users to program DSP features using Android or iOS devices, as well as stream media
including high-quality audio via an optional AudioControl Bluetooth device.
The DM-810 has eight active high-level speaker inputs, six pre-amp inputs, and two digital inputs plus
ten pre-amp outputs.
“Our customers have been asking for a powerful DSP-based processor that can accommodate both
factory and aftermarket interface scenarios, and we are thrilled to be delivering that solution now,”
commented Chris Bennett, AudioControl’s National Sales Manager of Mobile Electronics.
The AudioControl DM-810 also features a 5-year warranty. Suggested price is $699.00
PLEASE VISIT AUDIOCONTROL AUTOMOTIVE AUDIO SOLUTIONS AT CES 2017, BOOTH 5016 NORTH HALL
& THE AUDIOCONTROL HOME AUDIO LIVE DEMO IN THE VENETIAN HOTEL, SUITE 29-103
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About AudioControl
AudioControl is a leading designer and manufacturer of innovative high-performance audio solutions for the residential, commercial
and automotive markets since 1977. Based in Seattle, WA, AudioControl offers premium quality home theater and whole-house
entertainment products, distributed audio amplifiers for commercial applications and a legacy of outstanding car audio processors,
amplifiers and OEM interface solutions sold and installed worldwide by qualified professionals. For more information visit
audiocontrol.com or contact AudioControl at +1 425-775-8461 or e-mail sound.great@audiocontrol.com.
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